The mycobacterial insertion sequence IS6110 has been exploited extensively as a clonal marker in molecular epidemiologic studies of tuberculosis. In addition, it has been hypothesized that this element is an important driving force behind genotypic variability that may have phenotypic consequences. We present here a novel, DNA microarray-based methodology, designated SiteMapping, that simultaneously maps the locations and orientations of multiple copies of IS6110 within the genome. To investigate the sensitivity, accuracy, and limitations of the technique, it was applied to eight Mycobacterium tuberculosis strains for which complete or partial IS6110 insertion site information had been determined previously. SiteMapping correctly located 64% (38 of 59) of the IS6110 copies predicted by restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis. The technique is highly specific; 97% of the predicted insertion sites were true insertions. Eight previously unknown insertions were identified and confirmed by PCR or sequencing. The performance could be improved by modifications in the experimental protocol and in the approach to data analysis. SiteMapping has general applicability and demonstrates an expansion in the applications of microarrays that complements conventional approaches in the study of genome architecture.
Insertion sequences (IS) are of considerable interest from two perspectives. They can be viewed simply as "parasitic" DNA (6) , with their sole function being to maintain themselves in the host genome. Alternately, they can be conceived of as "evolution genes" (1) , whose movements within the genome alter gene function or mediate genomic rearrangements. Their genomic location can both be a convenient marker for use in molecular epidemiological studies and informative in studies of gene function.
IS6110 is the most extensively studied insertion sequence in Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Between 0 and 25 virtually identical copies are found in various genomic locations (20, 27, 32) , well suited for tracking the epidemiology of M. tuberculosis by using restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis (13, 28) . More precise IS6110 insertion site mapping has recently been introduced for typing bacterial isolates (26) . Evolutionary relationships have been suggested based on IS6110 sites (11, 18) , but the predisposition of IS6110 to integrate in certain genomic regions may limit some phylogenetic analyses (10) . IS6110 is mobile and has been proposed to contribute to genome plasticity in M. tuberculosis (25) . Support for this theory is its association with genome rearrangements (4, 7, 15, 17, 29) . Further evidence includes the observation that 64% of characterized IS6110 insertions have been found to disrupt coding regions (24) . After the genome of the laboratory strain H37Rv was sequenced, it was noted that 600 kb of the chromosome, close to the origin of replication, lacked insertion sequences, a finding indicative of selection against disruption of this genome region (5, 12) . Direct evidence for an association between IS6110 location and phenotype have been sought, but not found, in the attenuated laboratory strain H37Ra (4) and the virulent clinical strain 210 (2) .
DNA microarrays provide an unprecedented opportunity for high-throughput, whole-genome analysis of microorganisms. To date, this technology has primarily been used for the analysis of gene expression and genomic content. We describe here a new application of microarrays, designated SiteMapping, for determining the locations and orientations of IS6110 within the M. tuberculosis genome. This technique has general applicability for determining the locations of other DNA sequences within the genomes of sequenced organisms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

SiteMapping.
SiteMapping is based on the phenomenon that the probability of successful polymerase-mediated amplification decreases as the length of the desired product increases. Consequently, when a single primer is used for many polymerase extension cycles, a population of amplicons of different lengths is generated. In this population there will be a relative abundance of product corresponding to DNA sequence close to the primer (Fig. 1) . When the population of amplicons is fluorescently labeled and hybridized to a whole-genome microarray there will be a characteristic pattern of hybridization, with the hybridization intensity decreasing as the spots represent sequences more distant from the primer. This can simultaneously occur multiple times, such that when the primer is directed toward repetitive DNA, such as IS6110, the characteristic pattern of hybridization will be seen in multiple regions of the microarray.
Bacterial strains and isolates. Eight M. tuberculosis strains and isolates, three representing high-copy strains (11 to 18 IS6110 RFLP bands) and five representing low-copy strains (1 to 5 IS6110 RFLP bands), were included in this study (Table 1 ). In addition, the sequenced laboratory strain, H37Rv, was utilized as a "gold standard" for the development of experimental procedures and data analysis. For two of the test strains, CDC1551 and BCG Pasteur, all insertion sites were known CDC1551 genome sequencing project website (14;
[http://www.sanger.ac.uk]). The six additional bacterial isolates had more or less complete insertion site information, as determined by other researchers (2, 11, 24) . CDC1551 and H329 are different isolates of the same strain. The previously reported IS6110 sites for the W strain were not characterized in the same isolate as that used here (TN565). However, because W-strain family members are considered to have a common origin and exhibit a characteristic RFLP pattern, the IS6110 sites can be expected to be present principally in the same locations within the strain family.
Sample preparation. Culturing of the bacteria and DNA extraction were performed essentially as previously described (30) . The IS6110 flanking regions were labeled by incorporation of fluorescent dye in separate primer extension reactions with primers specific to the IS6110 (accession number X17348) (27) 5Ј (primer ISL1) and 3Ј (primer XL103) ends (Table 2 ). The labeling reaction contained 4 g of intact, genomic template DNA dissolved in distilled water; a 1 M concentration of primer (Operon Technologies, Inc.); 88 M concentrations of dATP, dCTP, and dGTP; 44 M dTTP (Gibco-BRL); 44 M Cy5-dUTP (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech); 10 l of Q-Solution (Qiagen); 5 U of Taq polymerase (Qiagen); 5 l of 10ϫ PCR buffer (Qiagen); and distilled water to a total volume of 50 l. The GeneAmp PCR System 9700 thermal cycler was used with the following parameters: one cycle of 94°C for 5 min; 60 cycles of 94°C for 40 s, 56°C for 40 s, and 72°C for 75 s; and one final cycle of 72°C for 7 min. An additional 5 U of Taq polymerase was added after 30 cycles. The reaction products were purified and concentrated with a Microcon YM-10 column (Amicon) to a final hybridization volume of 30 l containing 2ϫ SSC (1ϫ SSC is 0.15 M NaCl plus 0.015 M sodium citrate)-0.13% sodium dodecyl sulfate and 0.03 g of tRNA/l.
Microarray hybridization. As previously described, the DNA microarray consisted of PCR products, within the open reading frames (ORFs) of H37Rv, robotically spotted on a poly-L-lysine-coated, glass microscope slide (3, 31) . In total there were 5,776 spots and, of the 3,924 ORFs in H37Rv, 3,777 (96%) were represented with good-quality amplicons. The spot amplicons were 200 to 1,000 bp long, with an average of 580 bp and, given the size of the H37Rv genome, occurred on average every 1.2 kb. The hybridizations took place under a 25-by 25-mm glass coverslip in a humidified chamber (Gene Machines) submerged in a 65°C water bath for 4 to 24 h. Slides were scanned for fluorescence in ScanArray 5000 (GSI Lumonics), and the signal intensities were quantified with the Quantarray software (GSI Lumonics). Spots consisting of IS6110 sequences were present on the microarray and used as positive controls. Because the majority of the spots were expected to be devoid of fluorescence, these were considered negative controls (Fig. 2) . Eight hybridizations, four per IS6110 side, were performed for each strain.
Data analysis. Hybridization intensity values were normalized, averaged, and plotted. For ORFs that were represented by multiple amplicons the spot with the highest intensity was evaluated, and spots derived from the two IS6110 ORFs were excluded. Thus, for each experiment, 3,892 spots were analyzed. All microarray data were normalized with the formula: x norm ϭ (x Ϫ mean)/variance. Raychaudhuri et al. developed software to predict the IS6110 insertion sites (23) . In brief, for each strain the hybridization data corresponding to the 5Ј and 3Ј sides of IS6110 were averaged together, respectively, to create 5Ј and 3Ј average profiles, including four downstream and two upstream intensities for each side of IS6110. Automatic classification algorithms were applied to compare the candidate position profile to profiles obtained experimentally with H37Rv, including known insertion sites (positive training set) and noninsertion sites (negative training set).
The classification algorithm has been described previously (23) but was modified. The method used here was a variant of the kernel-smoothing strategy. A pooled covariance matrix (S) was calculated from all of the ranked features of the positive and negative insertion site examples. Both populations were weighted equally. For each population (negative or positive), the multidimensional probability density was estimated by adding small, equally weighted Gaussian values centered at each training example point that was characterized by the pooled covariance matrix. If a profile, x, was assumed to be a positive case, its probability was calculated as follows: P(x | ϩ) ϭ 1/n ϩ ⌺ i e (xϪxi)SЈ(xϪxi)/2␣ , where n ϩ is the number of positive examples and x i is a positive example. Setting the parameter ␣ at less than 1 slightly reduces the spread of the Gaussian value. For all computations presented here this parameter was set to 0.8. A similar equation may be written for the probability of a profile, x, assuming it is from the population of negative examples P(x | Ϫ).
For each candidate site, a score was calculated that reflected the probability that the site corresponded to a true insertion site. The score is the log of the positive probability divided by the negative probability: score(x) ϭ log [P(x | ϩ)/ P(x | Ϫ)]. The positions receiving high scores were predicted insertion sites, while those receiving low scores were predicted noninsertion sites. In addition to the computerized analysis, the positions that received high scores were plotted and inspected visually. A candidate insertion site was selected as a true insertion site only after we considered (i) the signal intensities, (ii) the occurrence of 5Ј and 3Ј signals, (iii) the shape of the intensity pattern, (iv) the spot reliability for the genomic region (roughly assessed by prior knowledge of the local reliability of the microarray), and (v) an estimate of the number of IS6110 copies in the strain based on the number of IS6110 RFLP bands in the test strain's RFLP genotype.
FIG. 1. SiteMapping can ascribe the genomic positions of repetitive sequences, here demonstrated with IS6110 in M. tuberculosis. The IS6110 (black box) flanking DNA is labeled by incorporation of fluorescent dye in separate primer extension reactions with primers specific to the ends of IS6110. Sequences close to the primers are amplified more efficiently by the polymerase and thus are produced in relative abundance. The amplicons are hybridized to the microarray, which consists of PCR products amplified from the ORFs (gray boxes) in the H37Rv genome. An IS6110 insertion gives rise to a local, characteristic hybridization intensity pattern, which can be interpreted as an IS6110 insertion at that location. The microarray spots and plotted intensities in this figure are from the W strain TN565. The spots are from two independent microarray hybridizations, and the plot is an average of four hybridizations per IS6110 side.
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Nomenclature. The insertion sites were positioned relative to the genome of H37Rv. All predicted ORFs in H37Rv have been assigned an Rv number. The IS6110 locations were expressed by giving each insertion an Rv number, indicating that the insertion element's 5Ј side is pointing toward this gene. The orientation was expressed as forward (F), with the 5Ј side in the same orientation as the H37Rv genome, or backward (B). With the current microarray's genome coverage, in combination with the fact that the spot amplicons do not contain the full-length ORFs, the nomenclature does not contain information about insertions into specific ORFs. If an IS6110 is assigned to an ORF in a forward orientation, the insertion could in reality occur within that ORF, in the intergenic region to the next downstream ORF, or in the downstream ORF before the sequence present on the microarray.
Insertion site confirmation. IS6110 insertion sites identified by SiteMapping that were not previously described were verified by PCR (PCR Kit [Qiagen] and ELONGASE Enzyme Mix [Gibco-BRL]) or sequencing (PAN Facility, Stanford University). Three PCRs were performed for each putative insertion site, as well as with H37Rv for comparison. Two primer pairs amplified the ends of IS6110 and flanking regions, while the third primer pair was positioned in the flanking regions, encompassing the IS6110 copy (Table 2 ). An IS6110 was considered to be present when the three products of expected sizes, as calculated from H37Rv, were obtained. When a conclusion could not be drawn from PCR, sequencing of an agarose gel-extracted (QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit [Qiagen]) PCR product was performed. The sequences were analyzed with The Sanger Centre's BLAST service (http://www.sanger.ac.uk). The criterion for classifying an insertion as present was to obtain a sequence containing both IS6110 sequence and flanking genomic DNA mapping to the predicted location.
RESULTS
The SiteMapping method is contingent upon amplification of sufficient sequence flanking each end of IS6110 so that the hybridization pattern is observed over several spots on the microarray. The lengths of the labeled DNA fragments, as observed in the signal intensity patterns, were up to 4 kb, which is consistent with that observed after agarose gel electrophoresis (data not shown). The observed intensity patterns derived from the IS6110 insertion sites could be visually identified by three characteristics, present to a variable degree: (i) a region of signal intensity greater than that of the background, (ii) colocalization of hybridization of both the 5Ј and 3Ј sides of IS6110, and (iii) a characteristic crescendo-decrescendo shape to the intensity pattern (Fig. 1) . To obtain a more objective and rapid analysis procedure, software was developed to assist in locating the insertion sites.
When the products were hybridized to the microarray and the resulting hybridization patterns were analyzed, a total of 39 insertion sites were identified in eight M. tuberculosis strains and isolates examined. Of the 39 identified sites, 38 were deemed correct after comparison with other researchers' results or by confirmation by PCR or sequencing. Given that only one putative insertion site (SAWC0480 [Rv0793 F]) did not actually exist, 97% (38 of 39) of the putative insertions were true insertions. Because all of the IS6110 insertion sites were not known a priori for each strain, the precise sensitivity of the method for identifying sites can only be roughly estimated. If one assumes that each IS6110 hybridizing band in the RFLP patterns (n ϭ 59) reflects a unique copy of IS6110, this indicates a sensitivity of 64% (38 of 59). When insertions were not identified it could be ascribed either to a total or a partial absence of signal or to a signal pattern not recognized by the computer program. The results are summarized in Table 1 and are detailed in Table 3 .
Previously unknown insertion sites were confirmed by PCR or sequencing, and in this way eight new sites were identified ( Table 2) . Of the eight sites, five exhibited the three anticipated PCR products of expected sizes when they were subjected to PCR confirmation (data not shown). For one site B] ) the sizes of the three PCR products were a few hundred base pairs larger than those predicted from the sequenced laboratory strain H37Rv. The site was still regarded as confirmed because the products were in fact present and because some differences in genomic sequence between H37Rv and other isolates can be expected. Two sites (H329 [Rv3017c F] and H215 [Rv1755c F]) exhibited only one PCR product of the expected size, and these sites were confirmed with sequencing of the obtained product. For two of the sites that were identified, the precise locations (as determined by sequencing of the PCR products) were found to be in regions adjacent to those predicted from the signal patterns. One (H329 [Rv3017c F]) was found to interrupt the next, downstream gene (Rv3018c) rather than the gene to which the insertion had been assigned by SiteMapping. The insertion occurred at a site before the sequence spotted on the microarray and hence could not be ascribed to its precise genomic location from the signal intensity pattern. The second site that was repositioned after sequencing (W strain TN565 [Rv0797 F]) was found to be located in an intergenic region two ORFs upstream from the predicted site (the two ORFs were not included in the analysis because they correspond to IS6110 in H37Rv). When the insertion sites predicted by SiteMapping are compared to the sequencing results the match is not perfect due to the limited resolution of SiteMapping and the nomenclature of identified insertion sites. The insertion site designations given here should not be interpreted as insertions into specific ORFs. When the signal intensity pattern for one potential insertion site (SAWC0480 [Rv1766 B]) was inspected visually, a hybridization pattern was discovered which exhibited 5Ј and 3Ј signals separated by a region of approximately 12 kb without signal. The IS6110 flanking regions were sequenced and mapped to positions 1987455 and 1998847 in H37Rv, which corresponds perfectly to what had been predicted from the plotted spot signal intensities. The 3-to 4-bp direct repeats flanking IS6110 were not present. This suggests that homologous recombination between two IS6110 copies with different direct repeats has taken place (19) . The analysis demonstrates that in this strain, IS6110 has replaced or interrupted ORFs Rv1755c to Rv1765c found in H37Rv.
DISCUSSION
Both PCR-and hybridization-based approaches have been used to identify the genomic locations of repetitive sequences within the genome of an organism. PCR strategies used to amplify the DNA flanking a known element have common features consisting of linker ligation, circularization of the target DNA, or the use of random primers (16) . Once amplified, the products can be sequenced and the genomic location can be deduced. An attractive aspect of these PCR procedures is that they can be performed on very small quantities of genomic DNA. However, these approaches are laborious, in part because they cannot simultaneously explore multiple sites. A recently described membrane hybridization technique can concurrently seek the locations of multiple insertion sites but is restricted to specific, previously identified sites (26) .
In contrast to other methods, the SiteMapping methodology described here can simultaneously deduce the genomic locations of multiple, previously unidentified insertion sites. To determine the performance and limitations of this technique, the IS6110 locations in eight strains and isolates of M. tuberculosis were investigated. After comparison with results obtained by more conventional methods, 97% (38 of 39) of predicted insertions were true insertions. Because the exact IS6110 copy numbers were not known for six of the isolates in this study, the sensitivity of SiteMapping can only be roughly estimated. By assuming that the number of IS6110 hybridizing RFLP bands approximates the number of IS6110 copies, the sensitivity is estimated to be 64% (38 of 59). The sensitivity estimation is limited by this assumption. A discrepancy between the number of IS6110 hybridizing bands and the IS6110 copy number can be explained by an inherent limitation in the resolution of the RFLP technique or comigration of IS6110 hybridizing fragments. In addition, two IS6110 copies appear as one RFLP band when the elements are facing outward in different orientations without an intervening restriction site. This view is supported by the observation that for three strains included in this study the total number of insertion sites predicted here and by others exceeds the number of RFLP bands. Thus, it is likely that the IS6110 copy number has been underestimated, and the actual sensitivity of the technique described here may be less than 64%.
The performance of SiteMapping is currently limited by the size of the labeled fragments, the microarray coverage of the genome, and the analytical approach to data analysis-all of which can be improved. Increasing the size of the labeled fragments improves the likelihood of identifying an insertion site, particularly when the microarray has a relatively sparse genomic coverage. The completeness of the microarray's coverage of the genome will impact its sensitivity and also its resolving power. The latter is critical in studies of integration into specific ORFs and when neighboring insertions must be distinguished. Two or more directly repeating insertions located closer to each other than the spots on the microarray will be interpreted as a single insertion. The current analytical approach was not designed to detect pairs of inversely oriented insertions, since the hybridization intensity profile differed from that we sought. The computerized recognition of atypical signal patterns can be improved either with more training examples or by the addition of ad hoc algorithms. At least four instances were encountered where neighboring insertions could not be detected. This limitation is particularly problematic since there is strong evidence that multiple copies of IS6110 frequently occur in certain regions of the genome (9, 14, 18, 21, 22, 24) .
Another surmountable problem is the identification of insertion locations in the context of other repeated sequences in a genome. For example, there are two copies of IS1547 (also known as the IS6110 preferential locus, ipl) present in the genome of H37Rv (8) (9) (10) . The two locations of IS1547 have to be differentiated by obtaining a flanking genomic sequence that extends beyond this repetitive DNA, a requirement not always fulfilled in the literature. Similarly, the existence of repetitive DNA poses challenges to SiteMapping. Cross-hybridization between the amplified DNA and homologous microarray spots contributed to the false assertion that there was an IS6110 insertion in both copies of IS1547 when in fact it was only present in one. Furthermore, certain repetitive genomic regions, such as the PE and PPE gene families, are difficult to amplify using PCR. This could result in poor-quality spots on the microarray or inefficient labeling of the IS6110 flanking regions. SiteMapping failed to identify insertions into Rv1917c (this and an adjacent gene are PPE genes) in two strains because of poor signal intensity patterns. However, the ability of SiteMapping to locate insertions in the vicinity of other PE and PPE genes suggests that refinements in the protocol and microarray can decrease this problem.
Some of the problems identified in this study are not easily remediable and will limit the performance of SiteMapping. SiteMapping is unable to identify insertions into genomic regions that are not present on the microarray, either because they are not present in H37Rv or have been mutated beyond recognition. There were three instances in which insertion sites were not identified because the IS6110 flanking sequences correspond to DNA that does not map to H37Rv. In addition, a previously described genomic rearrangement of the W strain (2) obscured an insertion site in the direct repeat region. SiteMapping discovered another genomic rearrangement encompassing Rv1755c to Rv1765c in the strain SAWC0480. The absence of direct repeats flanking the IS6110 suggests an IS6110-mediated homologous recombination mechanism (19) . This region has been reported to have a high incidence of IS6110 insertions (12, 24) and to be highly variable in 22 clinical isolates (15) . The limitation of SiteMapping due to insertion site deletions or rearrangements is particularly significant given that insertion sequences may be mechanistically associated with these rearrangements.
Despite these limitations, the relative ease with which SiteMapping can generate data and its generalizability to other organisms suggests that it may be a useful tool for understanding the biology of insertion sequences and gene function. A description of the genomic distribution of insertion sequences in well-sampled natural populations of bacteria may provide insights into the determinants and mechanisms of insertional transposition. Alternately, correlating the genomic locations of IS6110 with bacterial behavior in human populations among large collections of well-characterized clinical isolates may distinguish essential from nonessential genes and suggest gene function. It is also possible that SiteMapping can be applied to screen pools of bacteria, for example, to screen transposon or saturation mutagenesis libraries for "hot" and "cold" spots of integration. Finally, although we have described its use for seeking IS6110 in M. tuberculosis, the basic approach can be adapted to determine the genomic locations of virtually any conserved repetitive sequence in any sequenced organism.
